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Ethagatter1 SeesSione I
Introduction
Information Communication Technology ICT plays a vital role

and been embracedand incorporated into our daily lives

The aim of of Saudi Vision 2030 is to use KT advancements

of human computer interaction and automation with Al

To build modern and highly automated city

To build a Hyperloop a massive high speed pneumatic

transit system thatwould travel betweenseveral cities in KSA'sVA

Tobuild the world's largestentertainmentcity as
a part of an economicdiversification strategy

Tourism project Eachof such steps of development
will help in ICT interventions in it

Idk.at is theComputer Compute Calculate

computermeans a devicewhichacceptsthedatafromtheinputdevices It processestheinput
datatoproducethe regained outputandstores as required

Historyof Computer
started from basic calculator to the Babbage's engine
significant technological development leading to more compact lessexpensive

but more powerful efficient and robust machines



16yrs 7yrs

7yrs 39yrs

Features of computer
High speed of calculation attentiveness precision consistency and
a hugecapacity to stone data which has made it an integratedpartof our lit

High processor speed Precision 4Diligence
Huge storage Versatility 4 Reliability

How Computer Works
The computer is integration of hardware and software
Computer works with the support of hardwaredevices by software programs
Hardwaredevices consist of inputand output devices physical components

Software applications referred as thebackground process consistof programs codedwith

different programming languages to interactgraphically with thecomputer machine



Applications of Computers

SoftwareDevelopment

The development of various system software or applications designed with
different

programming languages fordifferenttypes of application such as
operating systems like iMac Windows

Visualization andMultimedia concepts

There are various visualization tools such as Photoshop for editing pictures
anddata representations such as ppt Using advanced tenchniques of computers
data can be represented in the combination of various forms such as audio text

Using augmented and virtual reality

Networking and Communication

Connection andinteraction between two or more computers using different sources

such as wireless and wired

Information Security
The information stored indigital devices such as computers and smart
daric

To ticity various
information security measures should be taken



Classification of Computers
Computers can be classified based on its size and performance

perform near the currently highest operational rate for computers

very expensive handlevery large data bases do greatamount of computation
havebeen used for scientific and engineering application

large size amount of storage processing power and high level of reliability

primarily used by large organizations forspecial applications regaining high volumesofdat

th someways mainframes are more powerfulthan supercomputers becausethey support
Processing

more simultaneous programs However supercomputer can excite a single programfaster

processesses most of titive features and capabilities of a large computer butis smaller

mainly used as small or mid range servers operating business and scientificapp
Mergedwith servers which are capable of supporting from 4 200 users simultaneous

statehouses



Computer Peripherals Devices

Computer requires hardiivar devices which supports the entire process of computing
Computerhardware comprises of some electromechanical components

These required components are classified into three parts
1 Input1Output Devices
The end user interacts with input and outputdevices Thecomputer
recognises its input it accepts the data or information Further
processed by the system unit and provides the required info using
output devices

Inputdevices keyboard mouse scanner

Output devices monitor screen printer speaker
2 System unit
known as motherboard which consists integrated circuits
Motherboard consists of the main component Cpo which controls the
instructions from input1outputdevices and process it accordingly CPUhas

registries for the temporary storage of the instructions CPU brainof computer

3 Memoir Devices
Today





Chapter 1 Session 1
ICT Information communication technology

know the aim of Saudi vision 4 00

Understant the projects Neon hyperloop
Don't have to know how things work in generation History

Memorize dates In the history of Computer
hardware physical components has input output
Software background process

takes data recived from input and process it in CPU centralprocesso
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The necessity of software is to convert thedata into user understandable information

so thattheend user can interact easily withthe computer

Software

Set of programs set of instructions commands given by human to run prog
BIOS is controlled by the software

System Software
Controls andmanages the hardwaredevices byother end user applications

Manages to perform all the utility functions

Works in the background and requires little or no user interface

Ex Device Driver software controls the operation of a particulardevice

Operating system

Operating system

most common system software and the backbone of a computersystem
Controlsand manages the entire operations of a computer
Device Driver
Controls the operation of a particular device
Ex PrinterDriver software



Types of Operating Systems
Classified as liserbased Interface based and processing method

User Based Operating Systems

1 Single User operating systems

Designed to manage the computer so that one user can effectively do one task

at a time

You will find a single user multitasking system on a personal computer Designed

to deal withmany applications running at the same time by single user

2 Multi User Operating Systems
Allows multiple users to work at the same time on a computer

User Interface Operating Systems
1 Command Line Interface

Also called as characterbased OS

Ctl OS are command based that require typing of commands to perform a task

2 Graphical User Interface
Provides the easy user interface with pointing devices or touch screens to

select the icons from the screen GUI makes it easier to work on computer
Based on Processing Method

1 Real Time Systems
Used for directcontrol over electromechanicalequipment such as industrial robots

Theymonitor external events and react instantaneously

2 Batch Systems
Used for running batch operations such as calculatingTheyoften run singletask
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Functions of operating Systems
Many fan are performed by the OS but themain goal is to provide the
interface between the user and thehardware

Storage Management
Controls all thestorage operations like how data or files will be stored

All theoperations which are responsible for storing byaccessing thefiles are determinedby0
Process Management

05 manages all the running processes of the system
Resource Management

OS is managing and facilitating the operations of the resources connected to comput

Such as memory devices painter scanner etc

Providing User Interface

OS provides a user interface Ul for the novice user to interactwith machine

Theway to interact with computers is termed as theUser Interface

RunApplications

OS loads and runs applications such as MicrosoftEdge or Ms word Most

05 supports multitasking which allows to run multipleapps simultaneously4switch



Present Days Operating Systems

Overview of Different Operating Systems





Introduction of Open Source Software



Application Software
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Microsoft office is the best example which is the collection of multipleprog
Overview of Text processing
Theapplication used for text processing is commonly known as a wordProcessor

Word Processor enables you to create a document store it electronically on

a disk display it on screen modify it etc
Themajor advantage of text processing is thatyou can makechanges without

retyping the onlinedocument

Popular Text Processors



Overview of MS word



Tool tip
GUI used in conjunction with the cursor mouse pointer to display info

about an item without needing to click on it Known as a hint infotip1screenti

The File Tab



Overview of Formatting Options

Overview of illustrations and Design of Documents





Overview of Referencing
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Introduction

A spreadsheet is an interactive computer application for organization analysis and
storage of data in tabularform

Various Spreadsheet Programs
agg

Overview of MS Excel 2016
Works with both textual and numerical data
Common scenarios is for creating Schedules Inventory Report Budgeting Account





Creating A Workbook
A workbook is simply an excel file that contains one or more worksheets





Managing worksheets

Anothermethods





The Home Tab

The Insert Tub





The Page layout Tab



The Formula Tab





if

The View Tab



Workbook Security
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